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I.

Introduction

The purpose of this procedure is to communicate the instructions, processes, and
standards regarding terminal degrees within Pennsylvania's State System of Higher
Education. This procedure will ensure there is consistency across the State System in
the definition of terminal degrees.
For institutional reporting, the number and percentage of full-time tenured and tenure
track instructional faculty with terminal degrees are calculated. Degrees approved for this
measure include, but are not limited to: AuD; CScD/SLP.D; DA; OBA; DEd or EdD;
DHSc; DM/ DMA/DMUS/DMUSIC; DN.Sc/DNP; DPA; OPE/PED; DPH; DPS; DPT; DSW;
JD; MD; MFA; MLS/MLIS; MPAS/MMS/MS/MHS; OTO; PhD/DPhil; Psy D; and
ScD/DSci. The MFA is considered a terminal degree for faculty teaching in the creative,
visual, or performing arts (e.g. creative writing, dance, art, theater). The MLS/MLIS is
considered a terminal degree for those in library science. Consistent with Act 182,
terminal degrees shall be earned in the discipline areas aligned with faculty primary
responsibilities. This policy applies to instructional faculty.
This procedure does not reflect on the processes that occur at each university, such as
when a faculty member must have earned his/her terminal degree. It is understood that
each university has local processes and procedures that are undertaken prior to the
processes established in this procedure.
II. Definitions
A. Faculty: All persons whose specific assignments customarily are made for the
purpose of conducting instruction as a principal activity (or activities), and who hold
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